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INFORM by L.B. Foster
Mobile All-weather Wireless Display
Battery powered fully mobile display with
wireless technology designed for indoor and
outdoor operation. Launched as the first of
INFORM by L.B. Foster’s unique display
Systems, the INFORM mobile display is a
completely self-contained solution to mobile
information.
Using the latest in high definition video displays, the system is capable of
running for 24 hours at maximum brightness on a single charge from its
built-in batteries.
Integrated Wifi and 3G/4G mobile communications allow this unique
display to connect to a variety of information systems to meet your
media display requirements.
The INFORM mobile All-weather Wireless Display is part of the INFORM
by L.B. Foster Display System range that incorporates fixed and mobile
high definition display solutions. These include fixed totems and wall
mounted displays, with options for integrated touch screen technology.

KEY BENEFITS

Wireless, 3/4G
comms

Inform
Media

> Fully mobile single-sided
totem designed to go through
standard doorway with
lockable wheels and chain
facility for extra security. This
ensures accurate digital
information can be delivered
anywhere at any time with
increased customer viewability
with no restrictions on where a
unit is deployed.

> Not constrained by having the
unit plugged in, the 24 hrs
battery life ensures that
customers can be informed in
remote locations on a station
environment or anywhere the
unit is deployed and gives the
operator confidence that
information is being displayed
when needed.

> Real time information can be
delivered to customers in
locations where there is no
Wi-Fi or fixed communications
available by utilising mobile
technologies. This is especially
important when service
disruption is occurring as
pertinent travel information
can be displayed and fed to
the units no matter where
they are placed.

> Connect, manage and control
with our unique digital media
solution. This allows local staff
to manage content that is
specific to a station or incident
- Information such as local
taxi, bus, services information
can be displayed quickly to
help better inform customers.

(630) 320 1381

TTM@lbfoster.com

  

Exceptional
Battery life

  

A Truly Mobile
Solution

lbfoster.com
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTS
L.B. Foster have recently introduced a touch screen upgrade for the INFORM mobile totem making it completely interactive.
The new INFORM02 touch screen totem provides an unsurpassed interactive experience in any weather conditions unaffected by rain, liquid
spillages or extreme temperatures. The multitouch sensor technology is capable of detecting 40 or more touch events at once with millisecond
fast response and excellent touch point resolution. Interaction can only be achieved via finger or gloved hand, “false” (accidental) touches are
minimised including palm rejection. The toughened anti-glare glass is extremely durable, capable of withstanding high impacts and extreme
environments.

Get in touch with our sales team now t: (630) 320 1381 e: TTM@lbfoster.com

PRODUCT FEATURES

>

>

>

Battery life between charges; 24H
on full brightness, 33hrs on low
brightness or can be hard wired to
local 230v/110v power source
High brightness displays readable in
direct sunlight with auto dimmer
facility to save power and prolong
battery life when located in low light
areas
Fire resistant for environments
where low smoke and contained
noxious substances are a critical
requirement

>

(630) 320 1381

TTM@lbfoster.com

Vandal proof front laminate
anti-reflective/touch screen
toughened glass is both resistant to
damage and for safety will not
shatter

>

Designed to IP65 suitable for use in
both indoor and outdoor locations

>

In-built charging device with
continual charging whilst
operational for ease of use onboard
charge LED indicator

>

Wireless technology is employed to
make this display truly mobile with
both secure Wifi and any network
SIM Mobile 3G/4G connectivity

>

Secure media system is ensured with
bespoke interfacing to customer
information system and multiple
levels of encrypted security

Remote management system
including on-demand GPS location

  

>

Fully mobile display designed to go
through standard doorway with
lockable wheels and chain facility for
extra security

  

>

lbfoster.com

>

Facility to locate your asset and
battery power status check

>

Specifically designed INFORM key
which allows unlocking of access
covers, wheel locks and incorporates
discreet side mounted pull handle.
For rail applications all locks are
designed to be operated by a
standard train key

>

Fully compliant for installation at all
major airports - certified to blast
test ASIAD 2017 PBIED

>

NFC optional upgrade allowing users
to take away information on their
mobile phones. Ideal to maintain
impact by reducing onscreen
content

>

Connect, manage, and control with
our unique app
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INFORM Media
To accompany the INFORM display range
we have developed our own INFORM media
content management system allowing for
complete control of your media.
Easy to use playlists can be created and
scheduled from user media libraries via an
internet based software interface.
Media can include, images, videos,
messaging and live content feeds with
multiple displays, managed from one
system allowing immediate or future
scheduling of media.

TTM@lbfoster.com

  

(630) 320 1381

  

We can also develop bespoke software to
meet specific customer requirements on
request. Our standard CMS options include
a hosted solution by L.B. Foster, an
on-premises installation or standalone unit
with two levels of support and
maintenance.

lbfoster.com
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INFORM at Airports
The mobile, wireless, battery-powered
information display is now in use at a
number of airports, including Heathrow,
Gatwick and Bristol airports. The totem is
designed and manufactured to Section 12
compliance for use on underground
infrastructure, as well as IP65 for outdoor
use. The totem hardware is also AICAS
Explosion certified for use in public areas,
particularly airport terminals.

Following detailed analysis of actual
passenger journeys, we have identified
critical touchpoints for air travel passengers
at which information is accessed.

These include ticket booking, car parking,
arrival and departure lounge details, where
to go, security information and retail/food
and drink opportunities.

Current Inform media applications include
real-time live flight information, disruption
information and a unique and user-friendly
airport wayfinding journey planner.

“We are always looking for
new ways to improve the
passenger journey and be
more efficient in giving
information in a timely
manner; embracing new
technology is a big part of
this and our passengers
expect it. The flexibility of
the L.B. Foster Inform
totem display screens has
given us a dynamic way of
displaying different
information to suit
different situations, such as
assisting passenger airport
wayfinding during
disruption, or during the
implementation of new
projects.”
David Swain - South Terminal
Operations Manager,
Gatwick Airport

INFORM at Rail & Transit Hubs
Due to significant development work, the
Inform media engine is now able to provide
plug-in applications that support ‘passenger
first’ strategies. These include a train, tram,
plane and bus locator visualised on maps,
plus enhanced wayfinding and mapping
tools, as well as walking, taxi and cycle hub
links.

Displays are now in use by a number of train
operators, including TransPennine Express,
South Western Rail, and Network Rail.

TTM@lbfoster.com

  

(630) 320 1381

  

Current Inform media applications for rail
and other transport users include real-time
live train information from Knowledge Base
and Darwin feeds, disruption information
and a unique and user-friendly journey
planner. Additional applications include
timetable information, station mapping and
customer user surveys.

lbfoster.com

“Our investment in
L.B. Foster’s Inform mobile
totems is all about putting
customers first. We’re
providing access to essential
travel information when and
where it’s needed – on
station concourse, by the
ticket office, on individual
platforms. That’s the beauty
of mobile, totally wireless
infrastructure that’s battery
powered; it can be
positioned anywhere –
indoors and out.”
Joseph Smith - Customer
Information Manager,
TransPennine Express
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SPECIFICATIONS
Configuration

Standard or touch screen

Mobile

Lockable wheels with chain facility for security

Front Glass

Fully laminated anti-reflective/ toughened anti-glare touch glass

LCD Panel

Active matrix TFT-LCD display 43”

Resolution

HD 1080p

Viewing angle

178(H), 178(V)

Display area

941mm x 529mm

Brightness

1,600 cd/m2 sunlight readable

Dimming

Auto-dimming light sensor

Connectivity

Ethernet (hardwired), 3G/4G wifi (mobile)

Operating

On-board media PC

Power

110/230V (hardwired), 12V in-built batteries (mobile)

Battery life

Typical 24 hours maximum brightness

Battery Operation

500 to 600 charge/discharge cycles before reduced run time subject
to usage

Housing

IP65, section 12 & ASIAD 2017 PBIED compliant

Operating temperature

-10 to 40c

Weight

170kg

Product Code

INFORM01-SS (standard) INFORM02-SS (Touch screen)

Upgrades

INFORM01-NF NFC Upgrade

L.B. Foster TEW Engineering
6 The Midway
Lenton
Nottingham
NG7 2TS
t (630) 320 1381
e TTM@lbfoster.com
lbfoster.com

